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A rotation turns all points of the plane around a point called the 
center of rotation. The angle of rotation tells you the number 
of degrees through which points rotate around the center of 
rotation. 

The figure shows a 120° 
counterclockwise rotation 
around point P. When no 
direction is specified, you can 
assume the rotation is in the 
counterclockwise direction.

the distance from the 
center of rotation is 
the same
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A rotation is a transformation about a point P such that  
(1) every point and its image are the same

distance from P and
(2) all angles with vertex P formed by a point

and its image have the same measure.

The notation RP, m°(A) = A' says 
that the image of point A after a 
rotation of m° about point P is A'.

47°
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160°
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A point R

B point P

C point G

D point G'

1 The function notation Rp,60°(G) = G' describes the effect of a 
rotation. Which point is the image under this rotation?
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Homework
worksheet
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 Using the Whiteboard • Have a volunteer read the Essential Question: How do you draw the image of a 
figure under a rotation?


• You may use the Essential Question as a discussion question or have a volunteer 
use the Pen to write an answer.


 Answer Key Essential Question: You can draw the image of a figure under a rotation by using 
a protractor and ruler.


Answer the Essential Question
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Investigating Rotations


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Definition tab to view the definition of center of rotation. 


• Ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to sketch a prediction of what the rotation 
will look like. Have the student label the points as A′, B′, and C′ using the Pen.


• Tap Answer to reveal the correct placement of the triangle and compare it with 
the placement of the volunteer's drawing.


 Teaching the Math Ask students to describe familiar examples of turns or rotations. Students might 
mention the motion of a DVD in a DVD player, the motion of the wheel of a car, or 
the motion of a doorknob. Ask students what these motions have in common. Help 
them see that they all involve moving points around a fixed point.
Ask: Which points, if any, do not move under the rotation? Point P


 Answer Key 
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Investigating Rotations


 Using the Whiteboard • Read the directions with the students.
• Tap the Rotate button to see ABC, rotated 90°, 180º, and 270º around point P.
• Choose Insert Ruler from the Measurement Tools on the toolbar to display the 


Ruler Tool.
• Ask a student to use the Ruler Tool to measure the distance between point P 


and point A. Then have the student measure the distance between point P and 
point A′. Repeat with points B and B′, and points C and C′.


• Repeat the previous step two times to investigate 180° and 270° rotations.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the question with the class.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What happens if the angle of rotation is 360°? The rotation moves points back 
to their starting point.


 Answer Key Reflect: Every point and its image are the same distance from the center of 
rotation.
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 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Definition tab to view the definition of rotation.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Ruler Tool and the Pen to draw .
• Then choose Insert Protractor from the Measurement Tools on the toolbar to 


display the Protractor Tool. Use the Protractor Tool along with the Ruler Tool 
and Line Tool to draw a ray that forms a 150° angle with.


• Tap the first Action Arrow.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Ruler Tool (or the Compass Tool) and the Pen to 


mark point A′ so that ′ = .
• If necessary, pull out the Diagram tab to make the construction more clear.
• Tap the second Action Arrow. Invite volunteers to repeat the steps for points B 


and C.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the question with the class.


 Teaching the Math Highlighting the Mathematical Practice Standards 
This Example is an opportunity to address Mathematical Practice Standard 5 
(Use appropriate tools strategically) by discussing the tools used for this construction. 
Students should realize that they are using a protractor and ruler because they 
do not have a way to use a compass and straightedge to construct a 150° angle. 
Although it is theoretically possible to use a compass and straightedge to construct 
a 150° angle, students do not yet have the necessary background for this. Also, 
students should be aware that it is generally not possible to construct an angle with 
an arbitrary given measure. For example, in order to draw the rotation image of a 
figure under a 13° rotation, a protractor and ruler are the only feasible tools.
Ask: What is m∠CPC′ ? 150°
Ask: What segment has the same length as ?  


Ask: How can you use tracing paper to check your construction? Trace ABC. 
Place the point of the pencil on P and rotate the paper 150° counterclockwise. The 
traced version of ABC should lie on top of A′ B′ C′.


 Answer Key 


Reflect: Possible answer: Yes; if you know how to construct an equilateral triangle 
and perpendicular lines, you can construct a 150° angle by using adjacent 60° and 
90° angles.


Example: Drawing a Rotation Image
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Protractor Tool to find the angle of rotation. If necessary, 
invite the volunteer first to use the Line Tool to draw the line segments  and ′. 


• Tap Try Another. 
• Repeat the above steps for the new diagram of the trapezoids.


 Answer Key 50º
160º


Try This: Drawing a Rotation Image
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Example: Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane, Part A


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Key Concepts tab to discuss rules for rotations in a coordinate plane.


• Read Step A and then select a volunteer to write his or her prediction on the 
blank line.


 Teaching the Math Ask: How can you predict the quadrant in which the image of the quadrilateral 
will lie? Every 90° of the rotation moves the pre-image around the origin by one 
quadrant, so a 270° rotation moves the pre-image from Quadrant I to Quadrant IV.


 Answer Key Quadrant IV
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the vertices of the quadrilateral′s image. 
• Pull out the Key Concepts tab, if necessary, to review the rules for rotations in a 


coordinate plane.
• Tap the Action Arrow.
• Ask a volunteer to drag the quadrilateral from the dispenser and place it in on the 


coordinate plane according to the vertices found in the previous step.
• Tap Answer to compare the student′s placement of the quadrilateral with the 


answer placement.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the questions with the class. 


 Teaching the Math Ask: How can you use the rule for the rotation to show that the origin is fixed under 
the rotation? The rule is (x, y) → (y, -x), so (0, 0) → (0, 0), which shows that the 
origin is fixed.


 Answer Key   


Reflect: The final image would coincide with the original figure. The total amount of 
the rotation would be 360°, which is a full circle.


Reflect: Quadrant II; subtracting 720° (2 × 360°) from 810° shows that this rotation 
is equivalent to a 90° rotation, which moves the quadrilateral to Quadrant II.


Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane, Parts B and C
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the vertices of the image quadrilateral on 
the blank lines.


• Pull out the Key Concepts tab, if necessary, to review the rules for rotations in a 
coordinate plane.


• Ask another volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the four sides of the image 
quadrilateral while using the vertices written at left as a reference.


• Tap Answer to reveal the correct placement of the figure and compare it with the 
placement of the volunteer′s drawing.


 Answer Key (0, 2); (-3, 1); (-4, -2); (-1, -2)


Try This: Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane
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 Using the Whiteboard • If available, have students use their SMART Response remotes to answer.


• If installed, click the SMART Response tab, and then start the question to 
begin voting. 


• Or a volunteer may circle the correct answer with the Pen.
• Tap Answer to reveal the correct answer.


 Teaching the Math Students who answered A may not understand the parallel nature of function 
notation for transformations and function notation for algebraic functions. The letter 
R in RP,60°(G) = G′ is the name of the function, in the same way that f is the name of 
the function in the equation f(x) = y.
Students who answered B may not understand that the subscripts give the center 
and angle of rotation.
Students who answered C may be confusing the image and pre-image.


 Answer Key D) point G′


Test Prep
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Rotations


 Using the Whiteboard Use the table of contents to access particular sections of the lesson. Or tap Next to 
continue to the first section of the lesson.


 Teaching the Math Preview the Essential Question with students: How do you draw the image of a figure 
under a rotation?


Common Core Standards for Mathematical Content
 CC.9–12.G.CO.2  . . . describe transformations as functions that take points in the plane as inputs  


and give other points as outputs. . . . 


 CC.9–12.G.CO.4  Develop definitions of rotations . . . in terms of angles, circles, . . .


 CC.9–12.G.CO.5  Given a geometric figure and a rotation . . . draw the transformed figure using,  
e.g., graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software.


 CC.9–12.G.CO.6  Use geometric descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures and to predict the 
effect of a given rigid motion on a given figure; . . .


Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice
 CC.K–12.MP.5  Use appropriate tools strategically.


Navigating the SMART Notebook file


Home Return to the Main Menu. Check Answers Pull out to view the answers to 
all problems on the page.


Teacher 
Notes Open the Teacher Notes PDF. Answer Show the correct answer to a 


problem.


Previous Go to the previous page. Try Another Generate another problem for 
extra practice.


Next Go to the next page. SMART Response 
Question


Indicates the question is 
compatible with a SMART 
Response interactive response 
system.


Action 
Arrow Reveal hidden content. 


Tips
Clear or reset the screen  To reset the screen, tap Edit > Reset Page or tap the Reset Page button if it is on 


the toolbar.


 Add tools and functions to your SMART Notebook toolbar or floating palette


   Tap the Customize button in the toolbar or floating palette, and then drag the tool to  
  the toolbar or floating palette.
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Investigating Rotations


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Definition tab to view the definition of center of rotation. 


• Ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to sketch a prediction of what the rotation 
will look like. Have the student label the points as A′, B′, and C′ using the Pen.


• Tap Answer to reveal the correct placement of the triangle and compare it with 
the placement of the volunteer's drawing.


 Teaching the Math Ask students to describe familiar examples of turns or rotations. Students might 
mention the motion of a DVD in a DVD player, the motion of the wheel of a car, or 
the motion of a doorknob. Ask students what these motions have in common. Help 
them see that they all involve moving points around a fixed point.
Ask: Which points, if any, do not move under the rotation? Point P


 Answer Key 
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Investigating Rotations


 Using the Whiteboard • Read the directions with the students.
• Tap the Rotate button to see ABC, rotated 90°, 180º, and 270º around point P.
• Choose Insert Ruler from the Measurement Tools on the toolbar to display the 


Ruler Tool.
• Ask a student to use the Ruler Tool to measure the distance between point P 


and point A. Then have the student measure the distance between point P and 
point A′. Repeat with points B and B′, and points C and C′.


• Repeat the previous step two times to investigate 180° and 270° rotations.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the question with the class.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What happens if the angle of rotation is 360°? The rotation moves points back 
to their starting point.


 Answer Key Reflect: Every point and its image are the same distance from the center of 
rotation.
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 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Definition tab to view the definition of rotation.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Ruler Tool and the Pen to draw .
• Then choose Insert Protractor from the Measurement Tools on the toolbar to 


display the Protractor Tool. Use the Protractor Tool along with the Ruler Tool 
and Line Tool to draw a ray that forms a 150° angle with.


• Tap the first Action Arrow.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Ruler Tool (or the Compass Tool) and the Pen to 


mark point A′ so that ′ = .
• If necessary, pull out the Diagram tab to make the construction more clear.
• Tap the second Action Arrow. Invite volunteers to repeat the steps for points B 


and C.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the question with the class.


 Teaching the Math Highlighting the Mathematical Practice Standards 
This Example is an opportunity to address Mathematical Practice Standard 5 
(Use appropriate tools strategically) by discussing the tools used for this construction. 
Students should realize that they are using a protractor and ruler because they 
do not have a way to use a compass and straightedge to construct a 150° angle. 
Although it is theoretically possible to use a compass and straightedge to construct 
a 150° angle, students do not yet have the necessary background for this. Also, 
students should be aware that it is generally not possible to construct an angle with 
an arbitrary given measure. For example, in order to draw the rotation image of a 
figure under a 13° rotation, a protractor and ruler are the only feasible tools.
Ask: What is m∠CPC′ ? 150°
Ask: What segment has the same length as ?  


Ask: How can you use tracing paper to check your construction? Trace ABC. 
Place the point of the pencil on P and rotate the paper 150° counterclockwise. The 
traced version of ABC should lie on top of A′ B′ C′.


 Answer Key 


Reflect: Possible answer: Yes; if you know how to construct an equilateral triangle 
and perpendicular lines, you can construct a 150° angle by using adjacent 60° and 
90° angles.


Example: Drawing a Rotation Image
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Protractor Tool to find the angle of rotation. If necessary, 
invite the volunteer first to use the Line Tool to draw the line segments  and ′. 


• Tap Try Another. 
• Repeat the above steps for the new diagram of the trapezoids.


 Answer Key 50º
160º


Try This: Drawing a Rotation Image
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Example: Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane, Part A


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Key Concepts tab to discuss rules for rotations in a coordinate plane.


• Read Step A and then select a volunteer to write his or her prediction on the 
blank line.


 Teaching the Math Ask: How can you predict the quadrant in which the image of the quadrilateral 
will lie? Every 90° of the rotation moves the pre-image around the origin by one 
quadrant, so a 270° rotation moves the pre-image from Quadrant I to Quadrant IV.


 Answer Key Quadrant IV
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the vertices of the quadrilateral′s image. 
• Pull out the Key Concepts tab, if necessary, to review the rules for rotations in a 


coordinate plane.
• Tap the Action Arrow.
• Ask a volunteer to drag the quadrilateral from the dispenser and place it in on the 


coordinate plane according to the vertices found in the previous step.
• Tap Answer to compare the student′s placement of the quadrilateral with the 


answer placement.
• Tap Reflect and discuss the questions with the class. 


 Teaching the Math Ask: How can you use the rule for the rotation to show that the origin is fixed under 
the rotation? The rule is (x, y) → (y, -x), so (0, 0) → (0, 0), which shows that the 
origin is fixed.


 Answer Key   


Reflect: The final image would coincide with the original figure. The total amount of 
the rotation would be 360°, which is a full circle.


Reflect: Quadrant II; subtracting 720° (2 × 360°) from 810° shows that this rotation 
is equivalent to a 90° rotation, which moves the quadrilateral to Quadrant II.


Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane, Parts B and C
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 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the vertices of the image quadrilateral on 
the blank lines.


• Pull out the Key Concepts tab, if necessary, to review the rules for rotations in a 
coordinate plane.


• Ask another volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the four sides of the image 
quadrilateral while using the vertices written at left as a reference.


• Tap Answer to reveal the correct placement of the figure and compare it with the 
placement of the volunteer′s drawing.


 Answer Key (0, 2); (-3, 1); (-4, -2); (-1, -2)


Try This: Drawing a Rotation in a Coordinate Plane
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 Using the Whiteboard • If available, have students use their SMART Response remotes to answer.


• If installed, click the SMART Response tab, and then start the question to 
begin voting. 


• Or a volunteer may circle the correct answer with the Pen.
• Tap Answer to reveal the correct answer.


 Teaching the Math Students who answered A may not understand the parallel nature of function 
notation for transformations and function notation for algebraic functions. The letter 
R in RP,60°(G) = G′ is the name of the function, in the same way that f is the name of 
the function in the equation f(x) = y.
Students who answered B may not understand that the subscripts give the center 
and angle of rotation.
Students who answered C may be confusing the image and pre-image.


 Answer Key D) point G′


Test Prep
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 Using the Whiteboard • Have a volunteer read the Essential Question: How do you draw the image of a 
figure under a rotation?


• You may use the Essential Question as a discussion question or have a volunteer 
use the Pen to write an answer.


 Answer Key Essential Question: You can draw the image of a figure under a rotation by using 
a protractor and ruler.


Answer the Essential Question
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